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Discrete approximation problems may not have a solutiun and. in case a
sequence of discrete approximation problems is solved, the discretization errors
may not converge, even if the uniform approximation problem possesses a unique
solution. In this note we show how the discrete problems can be "regularized," i.e.,
we exhibit how the existence of solutions and the requested convergence can be
enforced. Our result here supplements the results in [J. Approx. Theory 49 (1987),
256-273 J. It is particularly useful for the method studied in LR. Reemtsen, "Defect
Minimization in Operator Equations: Theory and Applications," Pitman Research
Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 163, Longman Scientific and Technical, Harlow,
Essex/New York, 1987]. :[) [989 Academic Press. Inc,

In [6] we derived conditions which guarantee the convergence of the
discretization errors for nonlinear Lp-approximation problems. We point
out here again that the results of [6] are directed at nonlinear approxima
tion problems without any special structure (cf. 4.3.2 in [6] and the exam
ples in [7]) rather than at ordinary rational and exponential approxima
tions, which have been studied elsewhere (see the references given in [6]
and compare [8] in this respect, where also modifications of the results of
[6], for p = 00, can be found). This note now deals with nonlinear
approximation problems for whi~h the requested ~onvergen~e properties
for the related discrete problems cannot be shown so that pathologies as in
Examples 1-3 of [6] have to be taken into account.

Throughout this paper we will employ the notations and the definitions
used in [6]. In particular, we start from the definition of the uniform
approximation problem (P) (1 ~ p ~ XJ) and its discrete analogue (Pd as
described in Section 1 of [6].
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Remark 1. In [6] the integral II I II ~ for 1~ p < x is approximated by
certain Riemann sums il fII ~k' Let alternatively II I II ~k be defined by an
arbitrary quadrature formula

k

iIIII~k= L II(~jk))IPC(jk),
i,--1

IE C[c, d], (1)

which uses coefficients a~k) ~ 0, 1~ i ~ k, and points ~jk), 1~ i ~ k (forming
Bd, with c ~ ~\k) < ~~k) < ... < ~~k) ~ d and which satisfies an inequality

I d k I

It II(~W d( - iLl II((~k))I" ajk) I~ Kw(i.fV, r.)

for alI sufficiently large k with h(Bk> B) ~ f, where K is a constant not
depending on I and k. (This is the case for alI standard quadrature
formulas (see [1, p. 343]).) Then with (1) we obtain

I I! I II 0 - II IE oJ ~ I II III ~ - III!i ~kI1!p ~ KLpW (! f I1', f.)lip (2)

for IE C[c, d], which ensures that Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 in [6] remain
valid for (1). (Modify the proof of Theorem 2 by using (2) above instead
of (11 ) there and by employing

( I
m II' )1/1'

W i~1 PiWi , i; ~ liP!! I l/Jm(C)

with

where l/Jm(f,) tends to zero for f,~0.) Further, Theorem 1 in [6] remains
true with (1) if we require for 1 < P <:x. in addition Ilakll x ~ C for alI k ~ k
and a constant C. (In order to see this, alter formula (11) and the last
equality on p.262 in [6] by using (2) above. Then since

for a ~ on the line connecting x and y,

sup w(lr - Tdkl P , f,)l!p ~ 0
k";3/i

x,y E IR,

for C~ 0

can be shown for 1 < P < ex; by exploiting the uniform boundedness and
the equicontinuity of {Tddk";3/i.)

Analogously, the results of [6] can also be extended to arbitrary com
pact sets B c IR'.
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Remark 2. Having Taylor's theorem in mind, we believed that we
would need additional differentiability assumptions in order to be able to
derive the equicontinuity of {Tak}k;;,k from Lemma 3 in [6] (or
Lemma 8.2 in [7], respectively). However, the assumptions of Lemma 3
themselves already entail the requested equicontinuity, which is needed for
the application of Theorem 1 in [6] (and Theorem 8.1 in [7]). For, the
equicontinuity of {Takh;;,k is a consequence of the fact that all ab k~k,
are elements of the compact set C:o(Ad and that T is (uniformly)
continuous there (see Lemma 1 and formula (18) in [6]).

A natural proceeding, in order to fulfill all assumptions of the con
vergence Theorem 1 in [6], would be to show that the discrete approxima
tion problems possess solutions ak E Ak, k ~ k, and that the ak are
uniformly bounded in X. For p = 00, this can be achieved by the proof of
the boundedness of the level set C~(Ak) (cf. Lemma 2 of [6]). Moreover,
Example 1 in [6] demonstrates that for p = 00 the boundedness of at least
one level set C~o(Ak) is determining for the well-behavior of the discrete
problems, since in the contrary case neither the existence of solutions to the
discrete problems nor the convergence of the Pk to P can be expected, even
if the uniform approximation problem has a unique solution. Hence, if
none of the C~o(Ak) is bounded or else if one does not succeed in verifying
the boundedness of a set C~o(Ak)-for, this may be technically difficult (see
our applications in [6, 7] )-one has to presume that the uniform
approximation problem cannot be solved by related discrete ones. In order
to cure this disease in such events, it seems, therefore, to be natural to
uniformly bound the C~o(Ak) artificially by an additional constraint using
a priori information on a solution of the uniform approximation problem
(if it exists). Such a step suggests itself also generally if 1~ p < 00, since in
that case for the time being no other suitable conditions, guaranteeing the
existence and the uniform boundedness of solutions to the discrete
problems, are available (see [6]). (Another therapy suggested by Exam
ples 1 and 2 of [6], namely to choose the Bk appropriately, is usually not
possible because of a lack of a priori knowledge on the right choice~)

A second motivation for such a "regularization" of the discrete
approximation problems is the following. If T and r are fixed, the uniform
approximation problem means to find for given data A and B the value
p(A, B) = inf{ Ilr - Tall B Ia E A} and an element a(A, B) E {a E A Ip(A, B) =
Ilr- TaII B }, whereas the discrete problems consist in determining p(Ab Bd
and a(Ab Bk) for slightly disturbed data A k and Bk. Thus, if Theorem 1 of
[6] cannot be applied, the uniform and the discrete approximation
problem may be ill-posed in the sense that for given data (A, B) there does
not exist a solution a(A, B) to the problem, and/or a(A, B) or the minimal
value p(A, B), respectively, do not depend continuously on the data. A
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well-known technique for the solution of ill-posed problems, however, is to
require the knowledge of an a priori bound on the solution of the problem
under consideration (provided that it exists), in order to restrict the seach
for the solution to a compact set and to enforce well-posedness of the
problem in this way.

We bring our discussion now into a mathematically rigorous form. For
arbitrary M> 0 we define

and

Note that Assumption 2 in [6J is satisfied for {Att}k"'" with AM, if this
is the case for {A k}kE '\; with A. Next, instead of (P) and (Pk), we consider
the problems

(PM) Minimize iir- Taii s on AM

and

(pn Minimize Ilr- Tails, on Att

with minimal values pM and ptt, respectively.

Remark 3. In many situations the restriction Ilall x:s; M can be easily
added to a numerical scheme solving (Pd. If, for example, X = [Rn and
II . Ii x is the maximum norm, this restriction can be equivalently expressed
as a set of 2n linear constraints on the components of a E [Rn. Hence, if
A k = X or if A k is the solution set of finitely many linear constraints, (P"w)
becomes a nonlinear approximation problem with finitely many linear con
straints in that case. Algorithms for the solution of such problems are, e.g.,
given in [4J for p = I and in [5 J for p = oc (cf. also [3 J in this respect);
for the case that p is an even number, i.e., that ~I . !I s, is a smooth norm,
any algorithm solving smooth nonlinear linearly constrained optimization
problems could be used (see, e.g., [2J). We finally remark in this connec
tion that the constraint Iiall x:s; M in addition stabilizes any algorithm for
the solution of (P k ) which produces feasible iterates since it forces any
sequence of iterates to have an accumulation point. The existence of such
an accumulation point is a major assumption for most algorithms.

We can now prove the following theorem (where 1:S; p:S; x has been
chosen arbitrarily).
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THEOREM. For arbitrary M> 0 let Assumptions 1 and 2 of [6] on the
convergence of {BkhE Nand {AinkE N (with AM) be satisfied, and let T be
continuous on Ar for a kEN. Then for each k ~ k the problem (Pt[)
possesses a solution at[ EAt[, and we have:

(i) limk--> 00 pt[ = pM,

(ii) limk --> 00 Ilr - Ttlt[11 B = pM,

(iii) Any accumulation point aM of {at[} k~k (there exists at least one)
lies in AM and solves (pM).

Iffurther (P) possesses a solution a E A with Iiall x:::; M, then

(iv) PM=P and aM also solves (P).

(v) In case aEA is the unique solution of (P), we have in addition
limk--> 00 Ila-at[llx=O.

Proof For each k ~ k, At[ is a compact set. Thus, by Weierstrass'
theorem, (Pt[) has a solution at[ EAt[ for k ~ k, and T is uniformly con
tinuous ~n Ar Since, further, Assumption 2 is satisfied for {At[h~k' all
at[, k ~ k, lie in the compact set Ar, which implies the equicontinuity of
{Tat[h~kand the uniform boundedness of the at[. Therefore, (i), (ii), and
(iii) follow from Theorem 1 in [6]. Observing finally that under the addi
tional assumptions on aand M any solution of (pM) is also a solution of
(P), we obtain (iv). Then (v) follows by a well-known argument.

Remark 4. If the operator T is continuous on A and satisfies a stability
estimate

Ila-bllx:::;K IITa- TbII B, Va, bEA (3)

with a constant K> 0, then (P) possesses a solution aE A (see Conclu
sion 5.1 in [7]). Moreover, (3) provides an a priori bound Ilallx:::;M for a
where

with aoEA arbitrary, since we have Ilr- TtlII B:::; Ilr- TaoiIB. We note that
the requirement of a stability inequality (3) for T is typical for approxima
tion problems which result from the problem of approximating the solution
of an operator equation for T. We refer the reader here in particular to the
method investigated in [7].

Remark 5. If neither Theorem 1 of [6] can be applied nor the existence
of a solution to (P) or, in case a solution aE A exists, a bound for a can
be guaranteed, it is still reasonable, as the first part of the above theorem
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shows, to solve the (P~) for arbitrary M> 0, in order to avoid numerical
instabilities. If then further the inequality II a II x ~ M is inactive for an
accumulation point aM of {a~h;;'k' i.e., if IlaMllx<M, aM is obviously a
local solution to (P). Otherwise an increase of the bound M should be
tried.
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